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Read up on helpful tips from the massive community by using Foursquare before traveling and going on any trips, local or worldwide.Foursquare boasts advice from a global community and lets you keep track of the locations you’ve visited. With this app, you join a massive community filled
with people who love exploring and discovering hidden gems. The forum is beneficial and insightful, and helps you find locations to visit that may not be in the local tour guide book. Foursquare keeps a list of your favorite locations you want to one day visit and the gems you plan to visit next
week. You can add to this index anytime you want. If you'd like, you can also organize these to plan vacations and road trips well in advance. You also have the option to browse the app and start to make lists, but you’ll receive personalized recommendations for the locations you’ve added
or are currently visiting. This is one of the best ways to stumble upon great scenery or a unique little cafe on a random street corner. Once you’re on vacation, you can build a history of the locations you’ve visited. The app lets you add pictures, names, and even a description to ensure you’ll
always remember the experience. However, this app quickly swarms with bugs. At times the filters won’t work and instead display all results instead of a refined set of search results. History can also decide not to work and show an incomplete or non-existent set of the places you’ve been.
It’s a great app but can improve the journaling component of experiences for the future. Where can you run this program? Foursquare is available on IOS 10.0 and up as well as Android 4.4 and later. Is there a better alternative? No. There isn’t an all-in-one app that’s as intuitive as
Foursquare. However, Reddit is a great way to connect with people and learn about new locations to visit and learn other travel tips.Foursquare is a simple and useful app when it works, and can help you discover hidden treasures on any vacation. It has a comfortable interface and plenty to
offer for the average traveler. Should you download it? Yes. If you’re planning a vacation or want to unearth new spots around the block, this app is a good choice.HighsSaves locations you want to visitSimple filter systemPersonalized recommendations Real City Car Driver is one of many
casual driving games available for Android. The only aim of the app is to enjoy yourself as you experience cars around town.Real City Car Driver is a game where your only goal is to drive around town to take in the scenery and graphics. Casual driving games such as Real City Car Driver
are great fun to play when you need to burn a few minutes while waiting or on a trip. There are tiny details to this game that require you to spend long periods on it. The most appealing part of the app is that you can drive your vehicle alongside the rest of the traffic, enjoying the smooth ebb
and flow of modern transportation. This scenery also adds a sense of realism to the game, making it fun to break the road laws. The game’s graphics are rather decent, giving a near realistic feel to the game while not being resource-heavy. This can appear in every moment you play as
pedestrians or when other cars zoom past your side as you drive. You can also see these great graphics in the variety of vehicles available for selection. Options are not limited to cars, as you can also ride motorcycles around the city. However, there is no good sound quality to this game.
This means that you'll either have an earache or the volume off while you drive cars. Compounding this is the fact that there are many intense  ads.  Where can you run this program? Real City Car Driver is available for Android 4.1 and up. Is there a better alternative? Yes. Horizon Chase -
World Tour is a better game, given that the gameplay itself is far better. In fact, there are fewer ads that’ll pop up while you’re playing it.Real City Car Driver is an average mobile game where the only goal is to drive around. However, each time you exit the vehicle, you receive another
advertisement. Should you download it? No. If you’re looking for a racing or driving game, there are better alternatives such as Horizon Chase that don’t fill your phone with ads.HighsDrive alongside trafficCool carsGood graphics You may not have noticed, but video games are quite popular
these days. The video game industry is a secretive one — companies wait for just the right time to announce new games and hardware in hopes of making the biggest splash possible. On the other hand, fans want to know everything that’s coming down the line as soon as they can. In that
kind of environment, video game leaks and rumors are bound to trickle out. This week, we’ve uncovered rumors and leaks ranging from Nintendo’s upcoming Switch console to how the team that made BioShock fell apart. Read on to see which items you’ll be most excited about if they turn
out to be true. 1. Will Grand Theft Auto Online get expansions? There are rumors surrounding Grand Theft Auto Online this week  | Rockstar Games Based on Grand Theft Auto IV, most players expected GTA V to get some single-player expansions after launch. But since GTA V came out
three years ago and Rockstar hasn’t announced anything, that doesn’t appear likely. According to an unsubstantiated rumor, GTA V was supposed to get single-player downloadable content (DLC), but the runaway success of the online portion of Grand Theft Auto V led Rockstar to nix it.
Since they’re making a fortune with micro-transactions in Online, why would they devote resources to DLC many players won’t buy? The rumor goes on to suggest Rockstar is currently working on DLC that will significantly expand GTA Online, with some of it coming out as late as 2020.
Rumored expansions in the works include memorable locales from previous GTA games, like San Fierro and Las Venturas from GTA: San Andreas and Liberty City from Grand Theft Auto III and IV. Who knows if any of this is true, but it would certainly make GTA Online players happy. 2.
Will the Nintendo Switch be flooded with accessories? The Nintendo Switch may come with a lot of add-on accessories | Nintendo If you live in a household littered with Wii remotes, nunchucks, Wii steering wheels, and Wii MotionPlus add-ons, it will come as no surprise that Nintendo likes
to sell accessories for its gaming consoles. In an interview with Bloomberg, Nintendo president Tatsumi Kimishima said that the company is working on an “array” of accessories for the upcoming Nintendo Switch console. Indeed, in the device’s reveal trailer, you can see that accessories
would fit in just fine with the console, thanks to its removable controllers. All you’d have to do is take off the stock “Joy-Cons,” as Nintendo is calling them, and replace them with accessories that could be game-specific, or more widely usable. It seems like an obvious way for Nintendo to
keep raking in money from Switch customers. 3. Rumors emerge about the Nintendo Switch screen More is to be revealed soon about the Nintendo Switch | Nintendo Speaking of the Nintendo Switch, Nintendo says it will reveal much more about the console in January. Until then, we’re left
to theorize about things like its specs and launch lineup. As for the specs, Eurogamer has a few anonymous sources willing to comment. (This is the site whose sources nailed so much about the Switch months before Nintendo unveiled it, so this is about as reliable as sources get.)
According to the sources, the Switch will have a 6.2-inch screen with 720p resolution. The screen will also support capacitive multi-touch, like an iPhone or iPad. If true, this would be a big improvement over the touchscreens on Nintendo’s previous products. The Wii U and 3DS
had “resistive” touchscreens, which were less precise than capacitive screens, and all but required a stylus. 4. Will the Switch support MicroSD cards? The Nintendo Switch might come with expandable memory | Amazon Another reporter with a great track record for Nintendo leaks is Laura
Dale at Let’s Play Video Games. According to her, you’ll probably be able to expand the amount of memory that comes in the Nintendo Switch by inserting a MicroSD card up to 128GB in size. This info is based on a Nintendo source who says that’s how the development model of the
Switch works. It’s possible the final version of the hardware will have different specs, but at least for now, it looks like 128GB is all the memory you’ll be able to add to the machine. 5. An inside account of 2K Games’ questionable decisions The company responsible for the Bioshock series
may not have made the best decisions | 2K Games Who doesn’t love a juicy rant from an (alleged) former employee? That’s what we got this week in a recent article on Hacker Noon by someone claiming to be an anonymous former employee of Irrational Games, the company best known
for the BioShock series. According to the article, Irrational Games was a successful mid-sized indie development studio until the market changed, forcing Irrational to seek a publisher to buy it. 2K Games wound up being that publisher. But thanks to an apparently long line of questionable
decisions detailed in the article, the developer formerly known as Irrational Games has become a husk of the company it once was. Check out the full story if you’re interested in the nitty-gritty of game development. Grand Theft Auto IV: Episodes From Liberty City is a compilation of three
GTA IV titles: Grand Theft Auto IV, Grand Theft Auto IV: The Lost and the Damned, and Grand Theft Auto IV: The Ballad of Gay Tony. Released in 2008 concurrently with the DLC (downloadable content) version of The Ballad of Gay Tony, this collection doesn't require content downloads
or a PlayStation Network account. Most cheats from the original GTA IV work with this version, and there are new cheats for the two expansion packs. We list them below. Cheat codes are entered as phone numbers on the in-game cellphone. When you activate a cheat, it appears in the
Cheats menu in the cellphone. These codes are the same as the codes used in the original versions of Grand Theft Auto IV. Cheat Code Effect 362-555-0100 Restore health and armor. 482-555-0100 Restore health, armor, and ammo. 267-555-0100 Decrease Wanted level. 267-555-0150
Increase Wanted level. 486-555-0100 Get weapon set 1. 486-555-0150 Get weapon set 2. 227-555-0147 Spawn Turismo (car). 227-555-0100 Spawn FIB Buffalo (car). 938-555-0150 Spawn Floater (boat). 359-555-2899 Spawn Buzzard (helicopter). 359-555-0100 Spawn Annihilator. 227-
555-0142 Spawn Cognoscenti (car). 227-555-0175 Spawn Comet (car). 938-555-0100 Spawn Jetmax (boat). 625-555-0100 Spawn NRG-900 (motorcycle). 625-555-0150 Spawn Sanchez (car). Cheat Code Effect 826-555-0150 Spawn Burrito 245-555-0125 Spawn Double T 245-555-0199
Spawn Hakuchou 245-555-0150 Spawn Hexer 245-555-0100 Spawn Innovation 826-555-0100 Spawn Slamvan Cheat Code Effect 625-555-0200 Spawn Akuma (motorcycle) 227-555-0168 Spawn Super GT (car) 359-555-7272 Spawn Parachute 625-555-3273 Spawn Vader (motorcycle)
227-555-9666 Spawn Bullet GT 272-555-8265 Spawn APC (tank) 468-555-0100 Randomly change weather 486-555-2526 Enable exploding sniper rifle bullets 276-555-2666 Super punch You can unlock the following weapons in GTA IV: Episodes From Liberty City. Unlockable How to
Unlock Assault Shotgun Complete 40 gang wars. Automatic 9mm Complete 20 gang wars. Bati 800 Complete all 10 of Angus' bike thefts. Carbine Rifle Complete 30 gang wars. Grenade Launcher Complete 50 gang wars. Hakuchou Complete all 12 bike races. Innovation Shoot all 50
seagulls. Sawed-off Shotgun Complete 10 gang wars. These trophies are exclusive to The Lost and the Damned and The Ballad of Gay Tony. Trophy How to Unlock Easy Rider (Bronze) Finish the story. Full Chat (Bronze) Get Terry and Clay's toughness to 100%. Get Good Wood (Bronze)
Hit 69 bikers with a bat in the bike races. One Percenter (Bronze) Help Billy get his bike back. The Lost Boy (Bronze) Become the leader of The Lost. Easy Rider (Bronze) Finish the story. Full Chat (Bronze) Get Terry and Clay's toughness to 100%. Get Good Wood (Bronze) Hit 69 bikers
with a bat in the bike races. One Percenter (Bronze) Help Billy get his bike back. The Lost Boy (Bronze) Become the leader of The Lost. The DLC version of The Ballad of Gay Tony is the same as the Episodes From Liberty City disc content. Therefore, multiplayer elements are compatible
with both versions. However, due to Liberty City map updates, multiplayer features in the Episodes From Liberty City version of The Lost and the Damned are not compatible with the DLC version. The main game is identical to its original release with the exception of a few new radio
stations. Grand Theft Auto IV: Episodes From Liberty City for Xbox 360 is a compilation of two expansion packs that add more missions, characters, and weapons to GTA IV. With the extra content comes new unlockables and cheat codes. The GTA: Episodes From Liberty City cheats are
for the Xbox 360 version. There are separate cheats for Episodes From Liberty City on PC and the PS3 version. Lifewire / Bailey Mariner  The two episodes are Grand Theft Auto IV: The Lost and the Damned and Grand Theft Auto IV: The Ballad of Gay Tony. Both episodes were originally
released as DLC, but the Episodes From Liberty City collection doesn't require any downloads or an Xbox Network account to play. All cheats for Grand Theft Auto IV on Xbox 360 are also compatible with this edition of the game. Cheat codes can be entered as cell phone numbers.
Previously entered cheats can be activated at any time from the cheats menu found on the phone. Many of these codes are the same as codes used in the original versions of Grand Theft Auto IV, The Lost and The Damned, and The Ballad of Gay Tony. A few new codes were added with
this version as well. Cheat Code Effect 362-555-0100 Restore armor 482-555-0100 Restore health, armor, and ammo 267-555-0100 Decrease wanted level 267-555-0150 Increase wanted level 486-555-0100 Weapon set 1 486-555-0150 Weapon set 2 227-555-0147 Spawn Turismo (car)
227-555-0100 Spawn FIB Buffalo (car) 938-555-0150 Spawn Floater (boat) 359-555-2899 Spawn Buzzard (helicopter) 359-555-0100 Spawn Annihilator 227-555-0142 Spawn Cognoscenti (car) 227-555-0175 Spawn Comet (car) 938-555-0100 Spawn Jetmax (boat) 625-555-0100 Spawn
NRG-900 (motorcycle) 625-555-0150 Spawn Sanchez (car) Cheat Code Effect 826-555-0150 Spawn Burrito 245-555-0125 Spawn Double T 245-555-0199 Spawn Hakuchou 245-555-0150 Spawn Hexer 245-555-0100 Spawn Innovation 826-555-0100 Spawn Slamvan Cheat Code Effect
625-555-0200 Spawn Akuma (motorcycle) 227-555-0168 Spawn Super GT (car) 359-555-7272 Spawn Parachute 938-555-0150 Spawn Floater (Boat) 625-555-3273 Spawn Vader (motorcycle) 227-555-9666 Spawn Bullet GT 272-555-8265 Spawn APC (tank) 468-555-0100 Randomly
change the weather 486-555-2526 Enable exploding sniper rifle bullets 276-555-2666 Super punch Gameplay content of the DLC version of The Ballad of Gay Tony is identical to the Episodes From Liberty City disc content, and multiplayer features are compatible regardless of version. Due
to Liberty City map updates, the Episodes From Liberty City version of The Lost and the Damned cannot be used to join multiplayer games with players using the older DLC version. Original radio music from Grand Theft Auto IV isn't included in Episodes From Liberty City, but the game
includes new radio stations and music.
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